
 

 
 

 

 
Bordeaux Index Quarterly Report: Q2 2010 

 
 
 
It’s Smokin’… 
 
 
With the impetus built up in the opening quarter of 2010 and the prospect of a ‘Vintage of the Century’ 
en primeur campaign, there was always a good chance that prices in Q2 would be subject to some 
real fireworks. And so it proved, with the Bordeaux Index leaping some 13.7% on the quarter, taking 
returns to 22.3% for the year to date.  
 
In what has become one of the most predictable and repetitive stories since Big Brother I, prices were 
hastened upwards by Family Lafite which showed a collective increase of nearly 25%. Particular 
praise for the 2008 which powered forth to the stratosphere with a nearly 65% surge on the quarter! 
Latour contributed strongly with 16%, particular note for the resurgent 96/03 pairing and something 
very similar for Mouton which was powered along by big gains in the off-prime (01/04) vintages. The 
laggards were themselves noted recidivists with Cheval Blanc and Ausone struggling to report 
meaningful growth despite a noteworthy appreciation in the long over-looked Cheval 1998. 
 
With the bounty provided by the 2009s it was entirely predictable that turnover would be significantly 
up on the barren days of Q2 2009. However, the actual figures, coming in at more than double that of 
Q2 2009, were something of a surprise. Indeed, it is an insight into the momentum of the market that 
H1 2010 sales surpassed those for the whole of 2009.  
 
Trade during the period was very much driven by the UK private pulling down the proportion of sales 
to Asia to 40% from last quarter’s 60+%. Again this is a Primeur distortion reflecting as it does a 
continued reluctance of Asian buyers to take non-physical assets. Indeed EP sales were dominated 
by the UK consumer at some 80% of EP turnover.  
 
Taking the period as a whole the ‘Big-Nine’ pulled in a little over a half of total sales, a figure 
significantly down of the previous quarter. Of course, given the transient focus enjoyed by the petite 
Chateaux during the EP period, it is likely that this dip will prove temporary and that the hegemony 
will again assert itself in the latter half of the year.  
 
 
 
 



 
Moving on to the division of the spoils we see Lafite stooping from 23 to 19% of ‘Big Nine’ turnover 
and Mouton pushing up from 7 to 11%. Indeed the EP turnover (by value) for the two Pauillac estates 
was almost identical, which of course speaks more of Mouton’s production and liberal release policies 
than any sort of asymmetric surge in interest for the brand. Elsewhere Latour drooped a little and 
Mission shuffled up for pretty much the same reasons.  
 
 
Whilst the performance of the wine market is objectively impressive it becomes almost magical when 
one considers that during the same period the lead equity indices in the US, UK and China fell 10, 17 
and 25% respectively. Elsewhere BP (literally) blew up, the ‘emergency budget’ heralded an era of 
masochistic austerity and the US came to terms with the implications of a jobless, debt-laden 
‘recovery’. The messages from the ‘real world’ were of course more mixed but there was little 
evidence of such nuance in the febrile atmosphere that pervaded the fine wine market. 
 
It goes without saying that the headline event for the quarter was the release of Bordeaux 2009. 
Whilst expectations were high we have no qualms in admitting amazement at the level of interest the 
event generated. There was strong interest right from the off with the petit chateaux but our average 
sale price per case of £1500+ gives an indication of both how attention focused on the upper 
echelons of the Bordeaux family and the mighty prices demanded for this ‘Vintage of the Century’. 
Indeed, the top 20 wines now have a market price that is, give or take, identical to that of the 2000 
vintage, a significant (time/consumption) premium given the near identical scores. Going a little 
further, the campaign certainly revealed some of the more unsavoury aspects of Bordeaux pricing, 
with special mention going to Ch Figeac and its eye-watering 350% increase on the 2008 release. 
This is of course an apples and pears comparison but it certainly takes opportunism to an art form. 
 
Anything that gave the impression of value (Pavie, Clinet, Montrose, GPL) sold exceptionally well but 
in truth anything with a decent score ran off the shelves. The constant challenge was one of sourcing 
stock rather than sourcing potential customers! It remains to be seen whether this squeeze reflects 
fundamental demand or artificial supply restrictions on the part of the Chateaux/negociants. The 
balance certainly favours the former but the latter is undoubtedly a material contributor. Only time will 
tell. In short this unprecedented campaign will take a little time to bed down and will need benign 
conditions if it is to offer the same potential for investors as it undoubtedly does for drinkers. 
 
At times such as this one can find comfort and direction in the thoughts of our great philosophers. 
With this in mind let’s conclude with the thoughts of Danny (Withnail and I) “If you're hanging on to a 
rising balloon, you're presented with a difficult decision — let go before it's too late or hang on and 
keep getting higher, posing the question: how long can you keep a grip on the rope?” 

 
 

 


